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Abstract 

The conformally invariant differential geometry of null curves in conformally flat 
space-times is given, using the six-vector formalism which has generalizations to higher 
dimensions. This is then paralleled by a twistor description, with a twofold merit: firstly, 
sometimes the description is easier in twistor terms, sometimes in six-vector terms, which 
leads to a mutual enlightenment of both; and secondly, the case of null curves in timelike 
pseudospheres or 2 + 1 Minkowski space we were only able to treat twistorially, making 
use of an invariant differential found by Fubini and Cech. The result is the expected one: 
apart from stated exceptional cases there is a conformally invariant parameter and two 
conformally invariant curvatures which, when specified in terms of this parameter, serve 
to characterize the curve up to conformal transformations. 
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1 Introduction 
The local, Poincare-invariant differential geometry of null curves in flat Minkowski space-
time has been given by W.B. Bonnor [1]; we shall summarize it below by giving a 2-
component spinor version of it. According to it, non-f traight null curves are characterized 
by a Poincare-invariant parameter and two 'curvatures', which, when specified in terms 
of that parameter, fix the curve up to Poincare transformations. Now the concept of a 
null curve is a conformally invariant one, so that it is natural to ask for a similar but 
conformally invariant treatment. The purpose of the present article is to provide such a 
treatment. All necessary ingredients are in the literature, it is only necessary to put them 
together. 

The result is that 'in general', a null curve 'locally' has a conformally invariant pa
rameter and two 'curvatures', which fix the curve up to conformal transformations when 
specified as functions of that parameter. Here 'local* means that the parameter intervals 
to be considered must not include certain exceptional points, while 'in general' means 
that curves consisting of exceptional points only must receive a separate treatment. 

The exceptional types of curves comprise 1) straight null curves ('null lines'), 2) 
conformal cubic null helices, 3) curves on timelike hyperspheres. (In complexified space 
or for signature -M , one would have to add curves in totally isotropic 2-planes; but 
we shall essentially stick to the real domain and signature + .) For the first two 
cases there are no invariants and no invariant parameter, because the conformal group 
acts transitively on the sets 1) aud 2), while the subgroup keeping any individual curve 
of these sets fixed acts multiply transitively locally. For curves of type 3) but other than 
2), there is an invariant parameter and just one invariant to conformally characterize the 
curve. 

As to the methods to be employed: in part we were able to generalize and adapt the 
'n+2 vector formalism' of conformally Euclidean geometry [2] to the 'null case' of pseudo-
Euclidean geometry; on the other hand, the twistor correspondence [3] can be used and 
was of essential help to us in dealing with the exceptional cases: it enabled us to use results 
from textbooks (e.g. [5]) on projective differential geometry. (In order to be brief, we have 
avoided more detailed geometric interpretations, although some motivations then remain 
unclear - the interested reader is referred to these textbooks.) The only adaption that 
had to be made here was to take care of the reality structure peculiar to the signature 
+ . 

The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sect. 2 we summarize the formalism required 
and fix the notation; we also include a spinor version of Bonnor's theory. In Sect. 3, 
the theory of null curves is developed using the six-vector formalism. In Sect. 4, the 
twistor correspondence for null curves is described. In Sect. 5, a few concluding remarks 
concerning the relation between the formalism of Sect. 2.1 and the manifestly conformally 
invariant formalism of the later sections are made. - Not all calculations are given in 
detail, because they involve only elementary linear algebra and differential calculus in 
one variable. 
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2 Summary of Formalism 

2.1 Bonnor's Theory [1] 
Consider, in flat Minkowski space M4 (signature +——; scalar product of 4-vectors x, y, 
... denoted by z • y; x 2 := z • z) a null curve x(A) parametrized by A: then x1 := dx/dX by 
definition satisfies xa = 0, and we will assume x' to be future directed. It follows x'-x" = 0, 
so x" has to be spacelike or proportional to x'. Excluding the latter case which has the 
direction of x' fixed, corresponding to a straight null line, we have, therefore, z"3 < 0. Now 
changing the parameter as A = A(A) monotonically, one finds (j£t) = \7§) (jjx) ! *-e-
(—|zM(A))1^4<fA is an invariant differential, whose integral can be used as a new, 'natural' 
parameter, intrinsically defined by the curve. We assume that A has already been chosen 
to be this parameter (whose 'physical' interpretation was given by Synge [1]); we therefore 
have x'n = —2. The pair x"', x" spans a null flag [6], and identifying the Minkowski vector 
space with the set of Hermitian elements of S ® S - where S is complex-2-dimensional 
spin space and S is the complex-conjugate space - we can choose a spinor £(A) € S such 
that z'(A) = {(A) ®f (A) and such that the flag plane is given by z'Az". (See, e.g., Ref. [7] 
for the use of exterior algebra in describing the geometry of subspaces of a vector space.) 
Only a sign in £ remains undetermined. Differentiating, we obtain x" = £'&£+(&('• We 
may then use £ together with (' as a basis for S (otherwise £' oc £ => x" oc x4 which was 
excluded before) and, in fact, as a spin frame in the sense that e(£, (') = 1 where e is the 
spin 'metric': this is consistent with z"2 = —2. Differentiating again, we find e({, £") = 0, 
so there is a complex-valued function / such that £" = I(. This corresponds to Frenet's 
formulae, and Re / , Im J, considered as functions of the natural parameter A, will fix 
the curve up to Poincare transformations. They are the invariant curvatures of the curve 
and determine the infinitesimal null rotation that ({, £') undergoes when one proceeds 
from a point on the curve to its infinitesimal neighbour. The significance of the invariant 
condition Im / = 0 L easy to state: defining m := ( ® £', we find (m — m)' = (/ - /Jz* 
and i(m — m) • z' = 0, so the condition Im J = 0 implies that i{m - m) is a constant 
real vector and z(A) belongs to the fixed timelike hyperplane t(m — fh)-x = const. The 
subcase 1 = 0 will also be of interest later; here we have ((A) = £o + (o^ and therefore 

Z(A) = Z0 + Z ^ A + | A 2 + ^ A 3 , 

which we shall refer to as the cubic null helix. It is the trajectory of the Killing field 
(\X'Q • (z - x0))x" — (XQ • (z - X0))\XQ + XQ passing through z 0 and A is the canonical 
group parameter along the flow of this field which consists of simultaneous infinitesimal 
null rotations and null translations. We shall see later that this curve admits a larger 
group of conformal transformations. 

2.2 Six-Vector Formalism 
This formalism is used to describe conformally compactified Minkowski space. One consid
ers a real 6-dimensional vector space V 0 (which we propose to call 'sixtor space') together 
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with a nonsingular symmetric bilinear form A' - Y of signature + f— on it, or rather 
the corresponding 5-dimensional projective space P(V«) =: P 5 whose points are the 1-
dimensional subspaces HX of V 8 , together with the quadric Q< given by X2 := X- X = 0. 
Singling out two points on Q4 as_ representing infinity and origin, Minkowski space 
can be imbedded into Q* (= conformally compactified Minkowski space) according to 
x - • KX = R(x, * ^ , J ^ ) , the scalar square being X7 := x2 + {*=f)2 - ( ^ ) 2 . From 
this, an interpretation of the points in P5 not on Q 4 can also be given: for H € V 6 , con
sider all X € V 6 satisfying H • X = 0; those points of this hyperplane which belong to the 
imbedded Minkowski space form a (pseudo) hypersphere there if H2 ^ 0. A conformally 
invariant concept of central importance in the sequel are the null lines (light ray*) in M4. 
Their description in the V 8 formalism is given by 2-dimensional subspaces of V« which 
are totally isotropic, i.e., all its vectors X have X2 = 0; protectively this means that null 
lines are given by lines of P s which are entirely contained in Q 4 . (There are no higher 
dimensional totally isotropic subspaces in the real V 6 . ) For more geometrical details see 
Ref. [3J. 

We shell also employ a normalized determinant function E on V«, i.e. one whose 
value is ±1 on any orthonormal basis. It can be used in the standard manner to define 
the Hodge * operator in the exterior algebra AV6 over V 6 . 

2.3 Twistor Formalism 
While the six-vector formalism can be immediately generalized to arbitrary dimensions 
and signatures, the twistor formalism is specifically tied to conformally flat 4-spaces, the 
various signatures being related to rather different objects in twistor space. In addition 
to Ref. [3], we will rely here on Ref. [4]. The basic ingredient is a complex 4-dimensional 
vector space T (twistor space) together with a determinant function e € A4T (where 
T is the dual space of T). e and its dual e G A 4T (called u in Ref. [4]) serve to define 
the dualization maps A"T -• A 4 - , T , A"T -• A 4 - , , T in the usual manner; they will be 
indicated by *, * resp. The slight differences among various conventions involved in these 
definitions will be rather unimportant here since we are interested in most quantities only 
up to a nonvanishing factor. Namely, what matters here is the complex projective space 
P(T) and its relation to conformal geometry. The basic step is to form A3T, a complex 6-
dimensional vector space which already comes with a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear 
form given by F • G := {»F\G) where F,G € A 2T and (-|-) means the scalar product 
between the dual spaces A'T, A 3f. The 'Plücker' condition F2 := F F = 0 is known 
to be necessary and sufficient for the bivector F to be simple (or decomposable), i.e. of 
the form t\ A ^, where t\,t% € T are not unique - rather, the subspace {t\,tj) spanned 
by them determines and is determined by the set of scalar multiples of F. Geometrically, 
the point CF G P(A2T) then represents the straight line in P(T) joining Ctu Ct2. If G 
is simple as well, F-G = 0 means that the corresponding lines meet at a point. The idea 
is now to identify the real vector space V 6 from subsection 2.2 with a suitable 'real part' 
of A3T such that the restriction of F • G to it yields a real-val' ed, nondegenerate form 
of the signature required. We now sketch the procedure for all signatures. 

As one way to proceed, one could think of actually taking T as a real vector space 
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and e as real-valued; then A2T is real; however, F -* F - F =: F2 turns out to have 
signature + + + .So the idea to identify 'reality'.already on the level of T itself 
fails for the other signatures. . --c—-- - • • 

Next to mind comes a slight modification of this approach. The same thing as taking 
T to be real is to single out a real part of a complex T by taking its elements which are 
invariant under an 'antiinvolution of the first kind', i.e. an cnfuLear map C : T - » T 
satisfying C2 = id?. Then the exterior square C A C is an antiinvolution of the first kind 
on A3T that can be used to define a real part there. The modification now consists in 
taking instead of C an antiinvolution J of the second kind: J2 = —id^ (a 'quaternionic 
structure' on T - see [8]). Then again J A J is an antiinvolution of the first kind on A2T, 
whose invariant elements form a real 6-dimensional vector space; choosing c suitably in 
relation to J, F • G is real on these real elements; however, this time the signature of 
F -* F2 turns out to be ±(+ + + + -\—), as would be appropriate for the conformal 
geometry of Euclidean 4-space. (This is why quaternions occur in the solution of the 
Euclidean instanton problem [9]). 

The remaining signatures are obtained by considering an antilinear map h : T —» T; 
coupling its exterior square with the dualization * again leads to an antilinear map 
A3T —• A2T. This will be involutive (i.e. have square = multiple of identity) if h is 
Hennitian, i.e. if the corresponding sesquilinear form (fi|^) := (MMltj) ' s Hermitian; 
and it is of the first (second) kind only if (•]•) contains an even (odd) number of minuses in 
its signature. Now already for reasons of compactness of the invariance groups involved, 
the definite Hermitian case corresponds to signature ± ( + + + + + + ) on the corresponding 
real part of A2T; but this signature does not occur in the six-vector formalism, where 
there is at least one minus sign. 

The remaining possibility, a Hermitian form of signature + + — , is at the basis 
of the twistor formalism for real conformally flat space-time. As described in detail in 
Ref. [4], the antiinvolution squares to identity iff the Hermitian form and the determinant 
function on T are suitably normalized relative to each other; elements invariant under the 
antiinvolution are called 'self-adjoint' in Ref. [4], but we will call the corresponding points 
in projective space 'real points'. (Strictly speaking, if we now identify V 6 of subsection 
2.2 with this real part of A2T, then the real projective space P(V 6) = {Rv\v € V 6 } can 
be injected into the complex projective space P(A 2T) by assigning Ru —• Cv.) 

We have already noted that points CF € P(A 3T) with F2 = 0 correspond to lines in 
P(T). We now add that to real points RF 6 Q 4 there correspond lines of P(T) which 
are completely contained in the 'twistor null surface' PN given by (t\t) = 0; i.e., if F is 
simple and real, then F - tx A tj where (ii|*i) = (fifo) = {U\h) = 0 and hence [t\i) = 0 
for all t from the subspace (t\,t2)c, which is then said to be totally isotropic. This follows 
by contracting the reality condition hMF - ,F or h{tx) A h{tj) = ,(fi A t?) with tu t7 

which are linearly independent. Conversely, if Zi, tj span a totally isotropic 2-space of T, 
then a suitable complex multiple of tt A1 2 will satisfy the reality condition [4]. 

This concludes our preparations. 
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3 Null Curves in the 6-Vector Formalism 

3.1 The Conforinal Arc 
A null curve in M« has, by definition, null lines as its tangents. In the P 5 picture, we 
have a curve on Q| whose tangents7 in the P 5 sense, are contained in Q 4 . Thus if X(A) is 
a parametric description of the curve, the tangent is spanned by X(X) and X'(\) and we 
must have X2 = X • X' = Xn = 0; in the real domain we must have X"2 < 0, however, 
if we exclude null straight lines from the class of curves to be considered. 

It would now be tempting to fix the parameter just as in subsection 2.1, but one has 
to remember that, in the 6-formalism, there is the additional freedom of a A-dependent 
scale factor X(X) —• /(A)X(A) that could spoil the parameter choice. Rather, we fix 
the scale by considering the quantity X := (—5X") -1'2X which is independent of the 
original scale and has X"2 = —2, and look for another possibility to fix the parameter 
invariantly. We assume that the scale has been chosen relative to the parameter A the 
way just described, but we omit the hat on X. If we go over to another parameter A, 
we must rescale X(A(A)) as X(A) := X(A(Ä))(g)~2 in order that ( J $ ) 2 = - 2 ; we say 
that X has parameter weight —2. From this it foflows that X A X', Xf\ X' A X",... have 
definite weights (namely —2 + (—1) = —3, —2 + (-1) + 0 = —3, ...); in particular, the 
Wronskian E(X, X', X", X'", Xn', Xv) has weight 3, so that 

|£(X,...,X v)| , / 3rfA=:<Jtr 

is an invariant differential, while sign E{X,..., Xv) is invariant under parameter changes 
where dX/dX > 0. (We are restricting here to the connected component of the conformal 
group.) 

There are now two cases: 1) If da ^ 0, we can use its integral a as a new, con-
formally invariant parameter, defined up to an additive constant. It is called the con-
formal arc and can be used on open segments of the curve without zeros of da. 2) If 
da = 0, X,X',...,XV are linearly dependent, and we have to turn to the prod
ucts mentioned above whose vanishing or nonvanishing has invariant meaning. Now 
generally, (X A * ' A - A * 0 0 = 0 b u t * A • . . A * < ' ~ 1 , ^ 0 on some open segment) 
«=• (XA^'A . . A ^ ( F _ 1 ) y « X A - A * 0 " 1 * , i.e. the (p - l)-plane spanned by 
RX,...,RX^-1) in P 5 does not change with A and contains the segment, p = 1 means 
degeneration of the curve to a point, p = 2 corresponds to a null line which we already 
excluded, p = 3 does not allow anything new in the real case: this 2-plane in P 5 intersects 
Q 4 at a quadric curve which degenerates into a null line (from X2 = X'2 = 0 it follows 
X • X' = X' • X" = X • X" = 0, so for any Y = aX0 + bX'0 + cX% we get Y2 = - 1c2, so 
that c = 0 for Y € Q«). A similar thing happens for p — 4: the 3-plane in P 5 intersects 
Q 4 at a quadric 2-surface which is (since X"2 jt 0 but X • X'" = 0 in addition to the 
vanishing scalar products above) a 2-dimensional null cone; on it, there are obviously no 
null curves other than its generating null lines. Thus we see that in the real case of signa
ture ±(+ H—) only p = 5 remains, where the curve is contained in a hyperplane of 
Ps; its intersection with Q 4 represents a (pseudo) hypersphere in M 4 as we have already 
mentioned - one has only to note that its normal H := *(X AX' A • • -hXIV) has H2 = 
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Gram determinant of X,..., XIV — (X"3)* ^ 0 (see the table of scalar products in the 
next subsection). .._ --

Now a hypersphere in M« containing real non-straight null curves is conformally the 
same thing as a timelike hyperplane or Minkowskian 3-space M 3 . What the V* formalism 
is to M«, a V 5 formalism is to M 3 (the projective version of V 5 C V« is the hyperplane 
in P5 just mentioned). Hence it suggests itself to generalize the considerations above to 
M B , using a V^ = V m + 2 formalism and specialize to n = 3, N = 5. The trouble, however, 
is that, in VJV, E(X,X',..., X«""1)) has weight 3 + 4 + . . . + J V - 3 = f (JV - 5), so 
that the construction of the invariant parameter a does not work just in the case N =b 
(n = 3)! Thus the analysis of null curves in M , (n > 4, signature ±(H )) can be 
carried out in complete analogy to n = 4, and we still need to know how to continue with 
n = 3. 

It is this point where the twistor formalism carries us further. Of course, it would have 
been possible to take the result from there, translate it back into the V« formalism and 
present it as a direct insight; but that would not be fair. So we admit the lack of direct 
insight and present the twistor approach in Sect. 4. It will provide us with an invariant 
parameter even in the n = 3 case, except for the confonnal cubic null hcuces which are, 
by definition, all conformally equivalent to the one described in subsection 2.1. One can 
therefore proceed then essentially as with the parameter a. 

3.2 The Conformal Curvatures 
Assume we can use o; then X,..., Xv are linearly independent and can be used as a basis 
in V 6 . Hence we may expand XVI in terms of them. The expansion coefficients, expressible 
in terms of scalar products, are conformal invariants, if a is used as a parameter. By 
differentiation, we get similar expansions for X^\ y > 6. To find a list of independent 
invariants, we first complete a table of scalar products JfW • X^\ putting X"n =: 2K, 
(X™)2 =: 2J, ( X v ) 2 =: L. Diffsrentiating these equations of definition and also the 
relations X2 = X'2 = 0, X"7 = - 2 , we find 

? \p 0 1 2 3 4 5 
0 0 0 0 0 - 2 0 
1 0 0 0 2 0 2K 
2 0 0 - 2 0 -2K -3K' 
3 0 2 0 2K K' K"-2J 
4 - 2 0 -2K K' 2J J' 
5 0 2K -3K' K"-2J J' L 

As the fundamental invariants we can take K, J; all others are expressible in terms of 
them. ForX this is so because we have not only X" = —2 by our choice of scaling 
but also E(X,...,Xy) = 1 by choosing A = ±a as a parameter. Thi3 entails 1 = 
[E(X,. ..,XV)}2 = det (table), but we have 

— det (table) = - 2 1 
10 

9K'2 + 4K(K"-K2-2J), 
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and thus we find L in terms of K, J and their derivatives. (Also in the case da = 0 
(where det (table) = 0) L is expressible in terms of K, J, but the choice of fundamental 
invariants runs differently, as we shall see in Sect. 4.) 

On differentiating the last column of the table, we obtain the scalar products X^ -XVI 

and from them the coefficients in the expansion of XVI in terms of X,.. .,XV. (Actually, 
from E{X,..., Xv) = 1 or 0, it follows E(X,..., A , v , XV1) = 0 so that the expansion 
coefficient in front of Xv vanishes.) If K(a)1 J(a) are given functions of c, the expansion 
of A VI gives a system of differential equations for X which can be solved and determines 
the curve uniquely up to conformal transformations. 

From this it follows, for example, that a da ^ 0 curve that admits a 1-parameter 
group of conformal transformations has K = const, J — canal, and conversely. 

For geometrical purposes it would be more appropriate to use other bases than the 
ones given by X,X',...,Xv, but we do not go into this here. 

4 Null Curves in the Twistor Formalism 
4.1 Generalities 
A curve in M 4 or Q4 corresponds, in the twistor picture, to a family of straight lines in 
PN C P(T) parametrized by one real parameter A; if the curve is null, (infinitesimally) 
consecutive points have null separation, hence consecutive lines of the family intersect. 
These points Ct(A) (where t(A) € T) of intersection will in general form .1 curve in 
P{T). By this term we mean a one real parameter set in P(T), formerly sometimes 
called a 'thread' [10], in contradistinction to a (locally) holomorphic curve which is a 
1-complex parameter = 2-real parameter submanifold of P(T). Of course, if there exists 
a real-analytic parametrization of the thread, we can imagine a local complex thickening 
by analytic continuation to complex values of the parameter. We shall apply the latter 
point of view in one case only, however: to the straight lines of P(T) which appear, in 
particular, as tangents of our 'threads'. Due to the lack of a concept of real points in 
P(T), the only meaningful concept of a line tangent to the curve {Ct(A)J in P(T) is the 
complex line joining Ct(A) and C ̂ j£l, formally described by Ct A t'. 

It is intuitively clear that the tangents of the curve obtained in P(T) are just the 
lines of the family we started with, and since they are to be contained in PN, our curve 
must also be contained in PN; i.e. we must have (t\t) = 0, (*|f) = 0, (t'|f) = 0. 

More formally: if we start from a curve Ci(A) in P(T), we can form its tangents CA, 
X := t A t\ which form a curve on QJ C P(A2T), where Q5 is the complexification of the 
Q 4 introduced earlier. We then have X' = M t", so X2 = X • X' = X2 = 0, showing that 
CA(A) is a null curve. This description of null curves has been known for some time. 
The author has stepped on it on a very different occasion [11], and it was studied more 
directly by Shaw [12]. If, in addition, {t\t) = (t\f) = (t'\t') = 0, the null curve will be real 
in our sense. Conversely, starting from a null curve CA(A), from X2 = X • X' = Xn = 0 
we conclude that A, A' are representable as A = i A u, A' = < A u, where t corresponds 
to the point of intersection of the lines corresponding to A, X' which do intersect. Thus 



0 = t A X' = t A (f A u + t A u') = t A «' A u. If I, f are linearly independent in the 
parameter interval considered, {Cf (A)} will be a curve, and since now u 6 {*, 0 » w e n a v e 

X xt At' (noctis excluded by X y= 0), showing that CX(A) are the tangents of that 
curve. The remaining case r* oc t,,where C/(A) is one single point and the li: es CX{\) 
form £ cone through it can be excluded if we are to describe a real null curve other than 
a straight line on Q«. This is because then Cf € PN, where t can be assumed constant, 
X{\) oc t A u(A), (t\u) = (u|u) = 0, but the lines on PN through a fixed point Ct, 
contained in the plane (t|ti) = 0, correspond just to the points of a real null line on Q< 
[3]. (If we were to consider M 4 with signature + -i or complexified M*, these cones 
would be relevant and would correspond to curves in totally null 2-planes of M 4 or Q<.) 

Similarly, we may exclude planar curves in P(T): since their tangents would haw to 
belong to PN, the whole plane containing the curve would have to belong to PN, which 
is impossible on dimensional grounds. (Again, for signature + H or complexified M 4 , 
planar curves would be relevant, representing curves in totally null 2-planes of the second 
type in M 4 or Q^) 

The net result of the preceding discussion now is that, from the twistor point of view, 
the geometry of real, non-straight null curves has been translated to the geometry of 
twisted (= non-planar) curves in PN C P(T). Here we are in the lucky position of being 
able to copy the theory to a large extent from existing work on projective differential 
geometry [5]; we have just to add the restriction that the curve and its tangents belong 
to PN. The essence of this theory, perhaps not in its most elegant form (which would be 
useful to read off more geometrical details) is as follows. 

4.2 Invariant Parameters and Differential Invariants 
Let {Ci(A)} C P(T) be a twisted curve. The condition for this is, in analogy to what 
has been said in Sect. 3.1, that t A if A t" A *"' ± 0 or e(t, if, t", t") = .(* A t' A t" A if") ? 0. 
(Note however that here we are working in the algebra AT whereas there the relevant 
algebra was AV6: some confusion might arise now because here we consider V 8 as a 
subset of A3T C AT, and we have tried to avoid confusion between A(A3T) and AT by 
using the symbols A and A for multiplication in the former and the latter, resp. Thus, 
for P,G € A2T, we have Ff\G = -Gl\F while F A G = G A Fl) This enables us to 
use t, f, t', t'" as a basis in T, and also to fix the freedom of complex scale factors, 
t(X) —> /(A)t(A), by requiring 

e(i,f,C',r) = - l . 
(The minus sign is introduced to cope with the reality condition and signature employed.) 
This can be achieved by taking t(A) := (-c(t , . . . , f'))~xlAt(\) instead of t(A); the result is 
independent of the original scaling, and we will omit the hat from now on, understanding 
that this step has been made. (Geometrically, this gives no restriction if we consider the 
connected component of the conformal and projective group only.) Similarly to Sect. 3.1, 
we must take care of this normalization when a change in parametrization is made: we 
must rescale t(A(A)) as i{%) := t(\(\))(d\/d\)-3'3 in order that *{{,.. ..^/rfA 3) = - 1 ; 
i.e. t has parameter weight -3/2 . From this it follows that tAt',tM'A t" have definite 



weights (namely - | + ( - § ) = - 2 , ( - § ) + ( -§) + \ = - § ) , corresponding to the fact that 
they have geometrical meaning: CtAf describes the tangent, Ct At' At" the osculating 
plane at Ct. However, t A f A t" A if will have weight 0 due to our normalization, its dual 
cannot be used to find an invariant parameter as in Sect. 3.1. 

We now proceed as in Sect. 3.2: we expand tIV in terms of the basis t, f, t', tm as 

t l v =at + ßt' + Tt" + 6tm. 

Differentiating e{t,...,f") = - 1 , it follows e(t,r*, fyt*) = 0 so that 6 = 0. Similarly, 
the reparametrized t(X) will give an expansion of d4t/dX* with coefficients ä, ß, 7, whose 
relation to a, ß, 7 can be calculated in a straightforward manner. After some computation 
one obtains 

7 = A-5S(X\X) 
- 0 / d A , 3 „ dX d2X r d „ 

vdA dA dA2 dA 

where 

,d\^4 Z,dX^*X 3 .dA^A ^ A ^ 3 d3 „ 9 _ 2 d = a ( - r ) 4 + r / i ( — ) 2 ~ + T 7 ( — — - 2 (^ - ) 2 ) -- - — S - -S2, 
W 2Kd\f d# 4 , vdAdA* V d A J " 2rfA2 4 

S(A|A):=A^)-!(^A' 
V ' ' Vd*»'dA 2 vdA*'dA' 

is the well-known Schwarzian derivative. 
It is convenient to rewrite the result for ß, a in the following manner: 

ß~7x = V-dxXdl? 
\ d r dy 3 ^ 7 , 9 - 2 _ , l r f , Ä *K 3 d » 7 , 9 2(dX4 

°~Üx{ß'dx)~Tödx^Töö1 = ^"^dÄ^-dÄ^iödF + i ö ö 7 ^ ' 
This gives us two quantities of definite parameter weights (3 and 4). More accurately, 
if we consider a curve in the sense we are using it (a 'thread'), then it follows Im 7 = 
Im i(dX/dX)7, so that Im 7 is a further quantity of definite weight (= 2). This further 
weighted quantity is absent ' r we consider real P(T) or local holomorphic curves in 
complex P(T), since then in the first case 7 is real and in the second A(A) is complex-
valued. However, it will turn out that for curves with all tangents on P N , again Im 7 = 0. 
Similarly, for general 'threads' the two complex, weighted quantity above actually give 
four real, weighted quantities on taking real and imaginary parts; but again, for curves 
with all tangents on PN it will turn out that the weight 4 quantity is real and the weight 
3 quantity is pure imaginary. 

We will now show that the weight 3 quantity corresponds exactly to the one con
structed in Sect. 3.1. One way of seeing this is to form X = tAt',X' = tA t", 
X" = t A t'" +1' A t", and, using the expansion of tIV repeatedly, 

X'" = Zt'Af' + ßX + iX' 
XIV = 2t"At'" + 2it'At"+(ß'-2a)X + {ß + i')X' + iX" 
' Xy = 2{*,'-ß)t'At"+{ß"-2a'-ß<r)X + (2ß'-4a + y"-y2)X, + (ß + 2~t')X"+<rX' 
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Note that all these bivectors have definite parameter weight and, in particular, X" has 
weight 0. Insertion into E{X,.. .,XV) gives 

E(X, ...,xv) = 8(7' -_/?)£;(* A *''l A *"> 'A'* < A t»\ t" A r , f A t"). 

This already shows that the vanishing of ß — y is equivalent to the vanishing of 
E(X,...,XV), since the six products t At', ... are linearly independent in A 2T. (In 
fact, from the Hubert Nullstellensatz one can deduce that E(i A f*,...) is a numerical 
multiple of [e(i,..., f "J]3, and this is consistent with the weights of E(X,...) and ß—y.) 
Another way is to consider 

H:=i{tMm-t' M"-itM') 

satisfying 

#' = Hß-tftM' 
HAX = 0 ( i . e . J 7 X = 0 ) 
HAH = ^ A f A f A T (i.e. ff2 = - 2 ) . 

(The factor t is for later purposes and is irrelevant for the moment.) The differential 
equation for H implies that H has parameter weight 0. Now if ß — y = 0, then H is 
constant, hence X then remains in the fixed hyperplane of P(A3T) given by H • X = 0. 
The M 4 interpretation of this has already been given. The gain in using the twistor 
formalism lies in the fact that it has provided us with Ihe second, weight 4, quantity 
(which seems to go back to Fubini and Cech). If it does not vanish while ß = y , the 
differential 

1 10 100 ' 
will supply another invariant parameter for the curve. We shall refer to it as the Fubini-
Cech parameter. If the curve is referred to it, dX = dr, both a and ß are expressible in 
terms of 7 which remains trie only independent invariant of the curve in this case. 

If the Fubini-Cech differential also vanishes, it is convenient to partially fix the 
parametrization by requiring 7 = 0, which leaves open fractional linear transformations, 
for which 5(A|A) = 0. Relative to this class of ('projective') parameters, a = ß = 7 = 0, 
so that i i y = 0 and i(X) = Urrf0X + \t%\2 + ±t%X3 is what is known as a 'twisted cubic'. 
When X(X) - t(X) Af(A) is formed and translated back to the M 4 language, one obtains 
(a complex version, in general, of) a conformally transformed cubic null helix. (We will 
see this in terms of the invariants of Sect. 2.1 in Sect, 5.) We shall come back to it after 
discussing the reality constraints in general. 

If, however, ß—'/ ^ 0, we can use \ß—^\i'3d\ = da to define an invariant parameter: 
in the context of curves in projective space it is called the 'projective arc', and it is obvious 
that for curves in PN it will correspond to the conformal arc introduced in Sect. 3.1. 
What is lacking again is a discussion of the reality constraints. If the curve is referred to 
the projective arc, dX — da,ß becomes expressible in terms of 7 which, therefore, together 
with a forms the system of fundamental invariant«» of the curve ('projective curvatures). 
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Let us end this subsection by remarking that a similar development is possible for 
planar curves (and, dually, for cones): one obtains, in general, a projective arc and one 
single projective curvature, an exception being formed by conies (no projective arc, no 
invariants) [5). As we have seep, hpyeyer ĵconsideration of these objects would be neces
sary only for signature -H in Mj or for complexified M 4 . In this article we generally 
skip this topic and turn now to the reality constraints. 

4.3 Reality Constraints 
For a twisted curve |Ct(A)} in P(T) which together with its tangents is contained in 
PN, we have already deduced from the reality condition on its tangents X — t\t' that 
(t\t) = (*|f) = (t'Jf) = 0. Since A is real and X is real, X' is real, and from X' = i A i" 
it also follows that (t\f) = {t"\t") = 0. (Note that the Hermitian property of (.|.) allows 
to deduce only (f|i) + (t|f) = 2 Re (t|f) = 0 from (t\t) = 0, etc., by differentiation!) We 
now complete a table (<W|<W) of (>|>) scalar products for 0 < p < 4, 0 < q < 3, putting 
(r"|f") =• «Ä, (r"'|tw) =: S, (f"\i'v) =: iT (where Ä, 5, T are real), exploiting all known 
(vanishing) scalar products as well as the normalization e(i, f, t", f) = — 1 which implies 
det (table) = 1. (A sign convention on (•(•) has also been made which is not yet fixed by 
the relative normalization between c and (*|<).) 

q\p\ o 1 2 3 4 
0 | 0 0 0 i 0 
1 ] 0 0 —i 0 -iR 
2 J 0 i 0 iR -S + iR 
3 1 - i 0 -iR S \S' + iT 1 

To establish the relation of R, 5, T to the a, ß, 7 introduced earlier, we compare the last 
column of the table with the values of (<«| t l v ) = (t^\at + ßf + 7*") for p = 1,2,3. We 
obtain 

7 = R = real 

ß — Y = »5 = pure imaginary 

a - 5 ( ^ - y ) ' = - ^ - - R 2 = real, 
verifying our earlier statement that the weight 3 (resp. 4) quantity is pure imaginary 
(resp. real). At the same time we see that we have two real fundamental invariants in the 
general case S ^ 0 and one in the special case S = 0, except for the conformal cubic null 
helix which has no invariant parameter and no invariants. 

The explanation for this latter fact lies in the large invariance group the twisted 
cubic possesses, and the fact that all wisted cubics are projectively equivalent. This is 
conveniently described in twistor terms as follows. In the parametric representation given 
earlier, where t0, t'0, <{,', t% satisfy the values of (-|-) scalar products given in the table with 
R = S — 0 together with e(*o> • • •) = - 1 , we go over to a pair oi 'homogeneous parameters' 
sx, s2 by A -» s2/st, t(\) -* («1)3<(A). Now think of the sA as components of a vector s 
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in a real 2-dimensional vector space S, referred to a basis {&i, 63} : s = 9AbA. Form the 
symmetrized tensorial power V3SC of its complexification S c and choose an isomorphism 
j : V3Se —• T (which are both complex-4-dimensional) mapping the product basis vectors 
6V 3, V? V 6j, &! V V?, i f (V indicates symmetric multiplication) to <0, <i/3, (J/6, %'fi, 
respectively. Then our curve and its complexification arises from composing with j the 
'Veronese imbedding's -» s^ of S into V 3S and S c into V^S', as the image of P(S) and 
P(SC), resp. The scalar product restrictions on to-... guarantee that P(S) is mapped into 
PN: the pullback of the Hermitian form (t\t) by (jo Veronese) is the cube of an indefinite 
Hermitian form on S c whose zero set on P(SC) is the 'Staudt chain' P(S) C P(SC) (10], 
or in simpler terms: real A lead t" a curve on PN. Consider now an arbitrary (real) 
unimodular linear transformation A of S, then j 0 Ä*3 o j - 1 will not lead out of the 
image of S. Therefore the cubic null helix has a 3-parameter conformai invariance group 
(locally) isomorphic to SL(2, R), acting triply transitively, thus explaining the absence of 
any conformally invariant parameter. (We have already written down a Killing field of M4 
admitted by the example of a cubic null helix given in Sect. 2.1; two other independent 
conformai Killing fields admitted by it are given by x — XQ-!• \[(x'Q • (x—XQ))X'Q— (XQ • (x — 
x0))x'0) and (a£ • {x - x 0 ) K - («0' (* ~ xo)K +§[(* - *c)2*o" ~ 2(*o" • (* - *<>))(* - *<>)] 
- one can check that the Lie brackets of these three conformai Killing fields, suitably 
scaled, correspond to the Lie algebra of SL(2,R).) The conformai equivalence of all 
twisted cubics on PN follows from the fact that all quadruples to, t'0, %, t™ satisfying 
e(t 0 , . . .) = — 1 and the 'antidiagonaT form of the (•]-) scalar product table with R = S = 0 
can be transformed into each other by the group of complex linear transformations which 
preserve c and (-|-), i.e. the twistor group (« 5C/(2,2)). 

4.4 Relation to the Invariants of the Six-Vector Formalism 
We still have to relate ihe invariants obtained in this section to the ones of the V 6 

formalism. First note that X(X) is real in the sense of reality which we have introduced in 
A2T. (So far we have used only the consequences (t\t) = {t\t') = {H\t') = 0 of the reality 
condition hMX = ,X on X = t A t'; however, taking the only non-trivial contraction 
(viz. with t" A t'") of this condition, we verify that t At' itself, and not just a suitable 
complex multiple of it, satisfies the condition, due to our normalization e(t, . . . , f) = — 1.) 
Therefore all derivatives X^ are real bi .c.tors as well. From the differential equation it 
satisfies, we also now conclude that tue bivector H introduced above is real, H € Vg, 
but not simple. From the definition F • G := {«F\G) = „(F A G) of the scalar product in 
A2T, we can express the X^ • X^ in terms of a, 0, 7 or R, 5, T, "«ing the list of the 
XW in terms of the *W given earlier. In this way we indeed reproduce the earlier table 
of X&) • X^ with the following identifications: 

\K = 7 - Ä 

. -r-Irf-ijr. 
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Instead of identifying L in terms of a, ß, 7, we rather identify the numerical factor 
-BE(t A *', t A r", t A *'", t A *", r* A r , f A«'") betweea £ ( * , . , . , * v ) and (0 - 7'). If 
Ci, e 2, c 3, e 4 are from T and e,t := c, A e*, we already remarked that e(ei, c2, e 3, e4) and 
£(e«» «13» en» e». ^4.634) vanish simultaneously, so £ (c i 2 , . . . , C34) = e(e(ci, ej, c3, e 4)) 3 

for some 0 ^ e G C, and we can determine e from the requirements that E give ±1 
upon evaluation on a -orthonormal basis in V 6 and that c have absolute value 1 when 
evaluated on a (•|-)-orthonormal basis in T. Let t u e2, e3, e4 now be the unimodular 
orthonormal basis in T used in Ref. [4] and T/J/\/2, . . .,ifc/v5 be the orthonormal basis 
of V 6 constructed from it in that paper; let he orientation of V 6 be given by jji, . . . , ijg 
in that order. Then from the expressions of »/1,... in terms of e i , . . . given in Ref. [4] we 
deduce 1 — E{tfi/y/2,...) = iE(eu,..., «34) = ie • l 3 , hence e = — i and therefore 

E{X,..., Xv) = - 8 0 - 7' ) ( - 0 ( - l ) 3 = 85. 

This completes the relationships between the twistoi and six-vector formalism. 
At the same time we have verified all the results claimed in the Introduction. 

5 Concluding Remarks 
In the preceding sections we have found conformally invariant parameters and a fun
damental system of differential invariants for null curves in conformally flat space-time. 
The technique was to use a formalism which makes conformal invariance manifest. Now 
confonnal invariance a fortiori means Poincare invariance, and in Sect. 2.1 we have reca
pitulated a formalism that gives a fundamental system of invariants for null curves under 
the Poincare group. Therefore, an alternative approach to the problem of conformal in
variants would be to make an ansatz for the conformal invariants in terms of Poincare 
invariants and to work out the consequences of additional invariance under infinitesimal 
scale transformations and 'conformal boosts'. We do not carry this out here but only 
indicate how the result is derived in our formalism. We take the invariants from the 
manifestly conformally covariant formalism and insert, instead of A"(A), the expression 
( x , 1 — , i d j £ -) , referred to the invariant parameter of Sect. 2.1, so that x"2 - —2: then 
automatically X"2 = x"2 + {*=£•)"* - (^n)" 2 = - 2 is normalized properly. The equa
tions x' = I ® I, e{(,(') = 1, i" - li of Sect. 2.1 allow to express all products x<'> - x^ 
in terms of / and its derivatives and thus all conformal invariants in terms of / and its 
derivatives. 

Let us illustrate this first for the weight 3 quantity E(X,...,XV). Adjusting the 
orientation of M4, given by its e-tensor, properly relative to E, we obtain E(X,..., Xv) — 
-2e{x,,x",x"',xv) = -2(e{x',x",x"',xIV)', and observing that (£ ® \ ± ? ® (')/y/2, 
(t®£' + t'® Ö/\/5, U ® I' ~ t' ® 0AV5 form an orthonormat tetrad for M4, the 
determinant becomes finally 8 Im /'. Thus we see that while Im / = 0 has the only 
Poincare-invariant significance, mentioned in Sect. 2.1, that the curve stays in a fixed 
timelike hyperplane, Im / = const, has the cor formally invariant meaning that the curve 
stays in a fixed timelike pseudo-sphere (x — a)3 — —r7 or a timelike hyperplane (the value 
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of the constant Im I, related to the 'radius' r, is not conformally invariant). (It is, of 
course, possible to verify these statements directly injthe formalism of Sect. 2.1.) 

Similarly, we find --— 

4 7 = AR = 2K = X'"2 = *"* = 8 Re J 

8[« - \(ß - i)' - \l" - f 7 2] = 2J = X™ = x™ = -32(R* / ) ' - 8(Im I)\ 

which show that the conditions 7 = 0 and o = ß = 7 = 0 are equivalent. Here we see 
without carrying out the twistor transformation explicitly that the cubic null helix, re
ferred to the Bonnor parameter, corresponds to a twisted cubic in PN C P(T), referred 
to a projective parameter. More generally, these formulae allow to go over from Bonnor's 
parameter to the conformal arc or the Fubini-Cech parameter and, using the transforma
tion formulae 7 —» 7, a -» d, to find the conformal invariants in terms of I. We do not 
write down the expressions explicitly, however. 
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